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"Do You Suffer From Painful Bone Spurs?"
URGENT WARNING: Before you consider surgery, disability, or expensive medications to
alleviate bone spur pain, please read this life-changing article €” --it reveals an amazingly simple
way to end bone spur agony affordably and easily.
BONE SPURS CAN BE HEALED NATURALLY!
MIAMI, FL - "Who would believe those tiny little heel
spurs could make my life so miserable for over 10
years," asked Marvin, a Financial Planner working for
a large company. "And I'm not alone — I know quite a
few people who've suffered from the same conditions
for years."
Marvin was a happy, active, athletic young man who
worked out at the gym every day after work. His story
began in March 1993, when he first felt a nagging little tug in the middle of his left
heel. The discomfort in his left foot didn't bother him much at first, and it soon seemed
to resolve itself completely.
But then, several months later, things got a lot worse, and Marvin soon had to take pain
. He was hoping the stabbing pain would go away again, if he ignored it. And, besides,
his main focus at the time was career advancement.
Finally painkillers stopped working altogether, and stretching only seemed to make
things worse. The more he walked the more it hurt. "When I tried to walk even a little
bit, I felt a searing rip in the left heel and numbness at the tips of my toes." Marvin knew
he needed help.
Marvin went to a podiatrist, who took X rays, which indicated a bone spur in his heel.
The doctor treated him with cortisone injections , which offered only temporary
relief.
Doctor's Advice Proves Fruitless
As the years passed, the bone spur pain became more severe. "I had to shift my
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weight to my right foot," said Marvin. "On the left side I had to distribute my weight
toward the outside of the foot, which caused me to sprain my ankle several times."
"Meanwhile, I was at a critical point in my career. I had no time for myself . . . I
continued to abuse my feet by working on them 10 hours a day!"
In September 1999, Marvin fell to the ground on the way to his office. He was sent to
the emergency room. After battery of tests and X rays, he was put on disability and was
referred to a surgeon for heel spur removal surgery .
After seeking advice from over a dozen doctors, he decided to go through the
procedures of sawing off the heel spurs, and plantar fasciotomy. "It was a nightmare."
Marvin said of his horrible experience of the surgery.
During his recovery, Marvin's right foot began to ache. The X ray and MRI showed
bone spurs in the right foot, too, which wasn't much of a surprise, since Marvin had
been putting as much weight as possible on his right foot, to allow the left foot to heal.
But the new pain hit him really hard, mentally as well as physically.
As you can imagine, bone spur surgery can cause excruciating pain. And there's no
guarantee whatsoever that more bone spurs won't develop in the future. So what are
your options?
Clearly your best option for remedying painful bone spurs without settling for the
unbearable pain or going through intensely painful surgery is EZorb. It has a 92%
absorption rate and works to shrink or dissolve bone spurs. Best of all, you can use it for
30 days to see if it brings you heavenly relief. Don't decide now, let EZorb prove itself
to you.
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